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WE NEED TO DO JUSTICE TO

‘DOING JUSTICE’

LIVE JUSTLY
For over 50 years, World Renew has been partnering with
Christians from around the world to end extreme poverty. For
the last decade we have been working with Micah Challenge to
mobilize North American Christians in advocating for justice.
We have been working with people just like you, who are
yearning to do more to help the impoverished around the world.
And in that time we have come to believe that it is unacceptable
to use powerful scriptures like Isaiah 58:6-10, Amos 5, and Luke
4:18 to simply urge people to volunteer for a day, give to a cause,
sign a petition, or share a startling fact on Facebook. God’s call
on us means combining His command to do justice and love
mercy with a whole life of spiritual depth and integrity.

Justice is often invoked by passionate teachers, pastors, and
leaders inviting us into NEW action: for example, a leader or
pastor might use a justice-themed sermon to encourage church
members to volunteer, go on a trip, or give to a cause. Justice is
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Biblical justice isn’t an
action once a year,
it is a lifestyle.
often focused upon doing something new, --but what about the
actions you and I take every day?
Here’s the thing: justice isn’t always about doing something
new. It’s about aligning what we already do with Kingdom
values. We wake up every day and make about fifty decisions-we decide what clothes to wear, what food to eat, how to
commute to work or school, how to treat our friends, family, and
strangers, what to pray for, where to invest our money, and so
on. Biblical justic isn’t an action once a year, it is a lifestyle. Our
prayer is that our everyday actions will be infused with justice—
not our definition of justice but God’s revelation of justice in
Scripture.
The Scriptures and the movement of the Holy Spirit have deeply
touched our own lives here at World Renew, and the call to seek
justice has permeated our everyday life choices—pushing us
not just to seek justice but to live justly. Perhaps you too feel
that call to seek justice. We are not alone in this experience-countless churches, campus groups, small groups, families, and
individuals have heard the call and asked us, “What’s next?”
Enter Live Justly.
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PRINCIPLES
Live Justly is an in-depth scriptural and practical study designed
to help people live justly in six key areas of life: advocacy, prayer,
consumption, generosity, relationships, and creation care. Live
Justly was written based on these core principles:
Justice is part of the character and nature of God. To live
justly, we must encounter God in a personal and powerful
way.
The Holy Spirit is the one who convicts.
People change through relationships, not statistics so Live
Justly is designed to create a culture and community among
participants that enables honest, convicting discussion
about justice.
We will not reduce justice to an activity, it is a lifestyle.
We will not sacrifice the dignity of people living in
oppression for the sake of inspiring action.
We particularly focus upon the role of advocacy, which is
a lost art within the Church. But the ground is fertile for
a revival of action that has the potential to be incredibly
transformative! We define advocacy as challenging
ourselves and our leaders to change attitudes, behaviours,
and policies that perpetuate injustice and deny God’s will
for all creation to flourish.
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HOW TO USE LIVE JUSTLY
This study is designed to help support your community’s pursuit
of biblical justice, in both understanding and practice. Live Justly
is designed to be used in ten sessions—we recommend doing it
over the course of ten or twenty weeks. Our hope is that, after
ten sessions, you will be blessed with the following results:
•

Deepened relationships within your small group

•

A thorough understanding of and commitment to biblical justice

•

Renewed passion and inspiration to live justly

•

An individual action plan that shows what practical steps you will
take to live justly

•

A collective action plan for your group to mobilize your church for
justice

Each session includes the following components:
•

A video to help everyone get on the same page ... just in case you
didn’t get a chance to read the essay. All the videos are located at
www.livejust.ly

•

Definitions to give you the same language to engage with the
session’s topic

•

A story to help you see the session’s topic played out in real life

•

An essay to summarize the session’s topic concisely, a great source
for your group discussion

•

A Scripture passage to examine - one that addresses the session’s
topic

•

Questions to help you generate a lively discussion

•

Together activities for you to do as a group to help cement the
concepts

•

Solo work to help you process the small-group time, reflect, pray,
and slowly develop a personal action plan

•

Key resources located at www.livejust.ly to dig deeper into issues
raised in the session, which can be assigned as homework
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A WORD ABOUT THE LOGO
The Live Justly logo is a visual representation of our hopes and
dreams for this curriculum:
Each side of the hexagon represents one facet
of life in which you will be equipped to live justly
in: advocacy, prayer, consumption, generosity,
relationships, and creation care.

The circle represents the holistic nature of living
justly. If we are incredible advocates but do so at
the expense of our personal relationships, then the
circle is broken. If we are compassionate to the
impoverished but fail to challenge unjust structures
that cause their oppression, then, too the circle
is broken. The circle represents a holistic, unified
lifestyle of justice.

The fire symbolizes our posture of worship. We live
justly not as the Pharisees did, seeking to follow the
law as a checklist, but rather recognizing that justice
is part of the character of God and living justly in
response to God.

The bread symbolizes the essential need for
community. We cannot live justly without pursuing
authentic community. The circle will break if it is not
held together by many hands and voices.
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LET’S DO THIS
This curriculum will not give you a prescription for living justly,
but our prayer is that you will encounter God, be influenced by
the Holy Spirit, sharpen your passions, and find community that
spurs you to renewed action. We are excited and honored to
journey with you to live justly!
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SESSION ONE

WHAT IS
BIBLICAL
JUSTICE?
A THEOLOGY OF JUSTICE

“Authentic mercy requires justice. That is why World Renew
considers justice and mercy to be inseparable for achieving the
shalom that God intended for all relationships between people and
God, their neighbours, and creation.”
-Ida Kaastra Mutoigo, Co-director World Renew, Canada

“It’s not just about doing justice, this journey is also about allowing
the work of justice to change us. In other words, we not only seek
justice as we follow Jesus, but we seek to live justly. Our calling
is not simply to change the world but perhaps as important, our
calling is to be changed ourselves.”
-Eugene Cho

DEFINITIONS
BIBLICAL JUSTICE
The state of wholeness due all of God’s creation.
Justice is required for shalom.

SHALOM
Hebrew word for peace, completeness, and wholeness.
Where there is justice, there will be shalom.

PRIMARY JUSTICE
One type of justice found in Scripture, referring to the violation
of rights due all of creation by mere fact of being created
by God.

REACTIVE JUSTICE
Another type of justice in Scripture, defined as giving what is
due in response to a violation of primary justice; most often used
in reference to the judicial system.

YEAR OF JUBILEE
Every 50 years, the Israelites were to partake in a year of
celebration and liberation. They would restore lands, property,
and property rights to original owners, and slaves would be sent
home to their families (Leviticus 25).
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THE LIMITS OF
“JUSTICE”
BY KIM HUNT

A remote town in Burkina Faso struggles to address the most
basic needs of the community. There is little water available
to grow crops to feed the people. The nearest health clinic is
more than 50 miles away, and a doctor visits only sporadically.
There is no school in town, and the closest one is too far away
for students to travel there. The local church tries to provide
basic education for the children, but their efforts are restricted
because the church’s capacity is too limited to serve as a fully
functional educational facility.
A community church in Canada connects with the local
church in Burkina Faso because they are part of the same
denomination. They pull together a team of 15 passionate and
able people to organize a justice trip—recently rebranded
from a “short-term mission” trip. They raise thousands of
dollars, fly thousands of miles, and arrive to help. They
work tirelessly alongside the Burkina community, building a
school. For 10 days, they engage in fellowship, pray, and work
alongside one another building what will be the community’s
first school. The team leaves with heavy hearts, knowing that
their new friends will continue to struggle, but also hopeful
that the opportunity for education will open doors for the
future generation.
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They pray more, they give more
to missions, but some wonder
why justice feels so incomplete.
The Burkina community resumes life. The community has a
beautiful new school building for the children near the center
of town. However, there is no teacher to teach at the school, no
food in the children’s stomachs to help them concentrate, and
no doctors to treat the sickness that comes from drinking unsafe
water.
Thousands of miles away, the church in Canada shares photos
and stories from their justice trip. As time passes, they struggle
to figure out how to live justly and support their friends in
Burkina Faso. They pray more and they give more to missions.
But some wonder why justice feels so incomplete. Perhaps, they
wonder, it wasn’t a “justice” trip after all.
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GOD
LOVES
JUSTICE

BY NICHOLAS WOLTERSTORFF
There is a clear way of thinking about justice
in the Scriptures—and what those writings say
about justice is an inextricable component of
the message. Pull out justice, and everything
unravels.
Some of the skeptics of justice in Scripture are
secularists who have gotten the impression
that Christianity is all about love and not about
justice. A good many of the skeptics are
Christians who are committed to interpreting
Scripture solely through the lens of love. And
then there are those who concede that Scripture
speaks of justice but assume that it refers
to kings and courts in the administration of
justice. When I say that justice is an inextricable
component of the biblical message, I have in
mind primary justice.
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PRIMARY & REACTIVE
There are two different kinds of justice in
Scripture: primary justice and reactive justice.
Reactive justice punishes the wrongdoer,
condemns the wrongdoer, is perhaps angry with
the wrongdoer, and so forth—reacting to one’s
wrongdoing. Reactive justice renders justice to a
wrongdoer.
What that implies, obviously, is that reactive
justice is relevant when someone has treated
another person unjustly. And what that implies, in
turn, is that reactive justice cannot be the only
kind of justice. There has to be another kind of
justice, a kind of justice such that, when someone
violates this other kind of justice and is thus a
wrongdoer, reactive justice becomes relevant.
I am going to call it primary justice.
Reactive justice becomes relevant when there
has been a violation of primary justice.
God loves justice. God has a heart for justice. God
is devoted to justice. So it comes as no surprise
that God says to: “Seek justice; do justice; let
justice roll down like waters; imitate me in loving
justice.” But is God speaking of reactive justice,
reserved for courts, kings, and judges, or primary
justice, which applies to all people? I believe that,
in many cases, these Scriptures are speaking of
primary justice.
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MISHPAT & TSEDEQA
The Hebrew word in the Old Testament that is usually
translated into English as “justice” is misphat. The term
is often paired with tsedeqa, typically translated as
“righteousness.” Together, they are often translated as
“justice and righteousness” in the Old Testament and
simply “righteousness” in the New Testament. My own
sense is that, when the rhetorical context permits, tsedeqa
is better rendered into present-day English as the right
thing, going right, or doing right. The word “righteous” is
almost never used anymore in ordinary speech, and when
it is, it suggests a person intensely preoccupied with his/
her own moral character who has few sins to his debit. The
connotation is self-righteousness. The pairing of misphat and
tsedeqa is better translated as “primary justice” or simply
“justice” than as “justice and righteousness” or simply
“righteousness”.
Such a reading of Scripture would require us to read Amos
5:24 and Micah 6:8 as applying to all people, not simply kings
and judges. Additionally, this reading of Scripture would
mean that Jesus blessed those who “hunger and thirst for
justice.” Once again, pull out justice and everything unravels.
God loves the pair mishpat and tsedeqa, primary justice. But
why?
Scripture teaches that what God wants for God’s
human family is what the OT writers called, in Hebrew,
shalom. Shalom is almost always translated as “peace”
in our English Bibles. I think that is a very poor
translation. Shalom is much more than peace. Shalom
is flourishing. What God desires for us is that we
flourish in all dimensions of our existence.
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In the absence of justice, we are not
truly flourishing; in the absence of
justice, shalom is impaired.
And now for the point relevant to our purposes here:
when you read what the biblical writers say about
shalom, it soon becomes clear that shalom requires
justice. In the absence of justice, we are not truly
flourishing; in the absence of justice, shalom is
impaired. Shalom goes beyond justice but always
includes it. Justice is, you might say, the ground floor
of shalom. So once again, why does God love justice?
Because God loves shalom, and shalom includes justice.
When the kingdom of God has come in its fullness,
there will be no breaches of primary justice and hence
no reactive justice; all justice will be primary justice.
You and I are to image God by also having a heart for
justice.
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ISAIAH 61
QUESTIONS FOR DISCUSSION
1. What is God’s definition of justice?
2. Why do you think Jesus quoted this passage from Isaiah in
his first sermon in Luke 4:18?
3. In the absence of the Year of Jubilee, how do we ensure
a “reset” to undo the structural and personal sin that
perpetuates injustice?
4. What is God saying to you, and what are you going to do
about it?

TOGETHER
How have you defined justice in the past? As a small group,
create a practical and biblical definition of justice. Use
the essay, your own experiences and ideas, and Scripture.
You’ll use this definition for the rest of your time journeying
together.
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SOLO WORK
Read Luke 4:16-21. With a knowledge of Jesus’ work
displayed in the Gospels and the context of God’s desire
for justice detailed in Isaiah 61, explain Jesus’ words, “The
Scripture you’ve just heard has been fulfilled this very day!”
•

How does Jesus’ work on earth fulfill Isaiah 61?

•

How is this session’s message and discussion challenging
you? Are you one who knows God but has resisted justice?
Are you much more comfortable with justice but have
resisted God?
Journal about this. Be vulnerable. Be open.
This is between you and God.

PRAYER
Lord, you know my heart. If I have claimed to know you but have
resisted seeking justice, forgive me. If I have passionately sought
justice but been detached from you, draw me near to you. Help
me recognize your Spirit in me and respond to your call to seek
justice.
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